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Abstract: An Energy Management System (EMS) that uses a Model Predictive Control (MPC) to
manage the flow of the microgrids is described in this work. The EMS integrates both wind speed
and solar radiation predictors by using a time series to perform the primary grid forecasts. At each
sampling data measurement, the power of the photovoltaic system and wind turbine are predicted.
Then, the MPC algorithm uses those predictions to obtain the optimal power flows of the microgrid
elements and the main network. In this work, three time-series predictors are analyzed. As the results
will show, the MPC strategy becomes a powerful energy management tool when it is integrated with
the Double Exponential Smoothing (DES) predictor. This new scheme of integrating the DES method
with an MPC presents a good management response in real-time and overcomes the results provided
by the Optimal Power Flow method, which was previously proposed in the literature. For the case
studies, the test microgrid located in the CIESOL bioclimatic building of the University of Almeria
(Spain) is used.
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The energy supplied for microgrids is produced mainly from renewable energy sources
since they provide energy without significant carbon dioxide emissions. However, the
challenge with these sources is the uncertainty they introduce to the electrical systems due
to the variation of climatological conditions. It is essential to mitigate this problem and
adapt it to the electrical systems. Commonly, the typical solution proposed is to buffer the
output using energy storage systems (ESS) [1–3].
With the growth of microgrids and their implementation in electrical transport systems, the development of new control strategies is required to manage aspects related
to both the intermittence and distribution of the generation as well as new consumption
profiles [4]. Therefore, the algorithm that is implemented for control in energy management
systems (EMS) must be developed with novel techniques to improve the efficiency of microgrids [5,6]. The microgrid requires an EMS to efficiently manage the power flows from
the microgrid’s different power sources. An EMS can cause many benefits, as increasing
stability in voltage levels, reducing costs, reducing carbon emissions, and improving battery health [7]. EMSs are the key to efficiently manage the energy in Renewable Distributed
Generation (RDGs) where microgrids are integrated. Therefore, the study of control strategies to improve their performance is of real interest. Several works have been carried out
on the related control and optimization techniques.
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The state-of-the-art nature of this work includes recent research on EMS that introduces
different control and optimization techniques for energy management. Some research
examples are described below. Hooshmand et al. [8,9] presented a stochastic MPC for
energy management in a microgrid. In this work, the microgrid was integrated by a
wind turbine as a renewable source, a fuel cell, a gas pipe, a storage system, and the
load through the clients. The objective of this work was to manage energy reliably to
supply it to customers. EMS tries to use renewable sources as much as possible, keeps
the storage system fully charged, and reduces the gas turbine’s energy. The resolution
of the MPC is made through dynamic programming (DP). The advantage of using DP is
that its complexity does not increase proportionally to the problem’s size. Additionally,
the DP method can be adapted to handle stochastic terms, named stochastic dynamic
programming methods (SDP). Using an illustrative example, the work shows the validity
of the implemented method.
K/bidi et al. [10] presented power management of a hybrid microgrid combining
solar photovoltaic energy with an ESS under hydrogen cell technology to ensure long-term
energy availability for microgrids. Hydrogen cells seem to be an interesting candidate; the
paper proposes a control strategy dedicated to the integration of hydrogen storage in microgrids for better utilization of photovoltaic production. In [11,12], Morstyn et al. proposed
an MPC for OPF between distributed battery energy storage systems in a DC microgrid. A
new convex formulation of the DC microgrid OPF problem is used by modeling the static
current, static voltage and power flows approximations. The corresponding optimization
problem includes the losses and distribution lines and the voltage drops. Taking advantage
of the existence of fast and robust solvers for convex optimization, a scalable solution for a
real-time model can be obtained. To verify the correct operation of the strategy, real-time
simulations were performed with a DC microgrid with a real-time digital simulator from
RTDS Technologies.
Another strategy for EMS development is high-level MPC using Sliding Mode Control
(SMC). It constructs a control function in an arbitrarily long-term horizon from an iterative
solution of a finite horizon optimal control problem. The strategy is popular in control
engineering, where it is known as sliding horizon MPC. This technique is also used to solve
problems in mathematical economics under the name of the sliding plan. Moreover, in the
investigation of operations such as the rolling horizon [13,14], Incremona et al. [15] proposed a MPC including a supervisory control structure with a Sliding Mode Control (SMC).
The strategy was integrated into the EMS for the efficient management and consumption
of energy. In the document, the microgrid included a photovoltaic system as a distributed
unit and two energy storage units that operated autonomously and non-autonomously
that was controlled by the MPC-SMC, which generates the power reference for energy
storage systems, considering entry and status restrictions. The proposed approach was
theoretically analyzed, and the asymptotic stability of the controlled system was ensured.
The proposed effectiveness was confirmed throughout the evaluation of the simulations.
The estimation of uncertainties caused by climatic variables is vital for the control
and optimization of energy in renewable sources. Making predictions on these variables
with an acceptable degree of error is tolerable to compensate for future effects on the
microgrid’s decision variables. Uncertainties can force continuous variation of the control
signal and generally require specific control strategies to minimize their influence. The
main climatic variables that are used mostly in the generation of renewable energy are
solar radiation and wind speed, since solar photovoltaic, thermal, and wind energy are
among the most used in microgrids as renewable sources [16]. The use of solar and wind
energy requires the forecast of solar radiation and wind speed in short time horizons (5, 10,
15, 30, and 60 min) to be able to feedback to the controls at adequate times to respond to
the uncertainties that this type of energy source can present. Forecast models can be built
using Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA), neural networks, a Kalman
Filter, or Double Exponential Smoothing (DES). The models estimated the uncertainties
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over the history before the start of the forecast horizon, the data was then forecasted, and
finally, the predicted values were compared to the actual results [17].
Several methods to predict solar radiation and wind speed based on time series are
considered in this work. More precisely, the Kalman filter, the Double Exponential Smoothing (DES) method and the Persistence Skill Score (PSS) method have been implemented. It
should be noted that the last method was included in the study as a reference method, i.e.,
we will consider that a technique provides a good prediction if the corresponding error
is less than that of PSS. As the results will show, the method with the best solutions for
predicting solar radiation and wind speed is the DES method. It uses two dimming constants, the former is the average dimming constant of the data and the other is a dimming
constant of the data trend, which is used for short-term forecasts that can be hours. This
method is applied to a MPC and integrated into the EMS, which will manage the energy of
a microgrid located in the CIESOL bioclimatic building of the University of Almería (Spain).
The management is carried out by minimizing a function of the economic cost of
the energy. This work’s main contribution is the integration of methods of prediction of
climatic variables in a MPC controller that performs the function of an EMS in a microgrid
by optimally managing energy flows. It allows for the improvement of the short-term
control of EMS energy management. When using predictive control strategies, not only it
is necessary to know the effects of these uncertainties, but future estimates of uncertainties
would also be very useful to advance forecasting capabilities. The prediction methods
used in the paper have two main objectives: to detect the stochastic nature of any variable
represented as time-series data, and second, to forecast future behavior based on acquired
data series. Furthermore, the prediction methods integrated into the MPC become a
powerful tool for energy management in the EMS implemented for a microgrid.
The work is organized as follows. In Section 2, the mathematical models of the time
series prediction methods used to forecast solar radiation and wind speed are explained.
Additionally, an analysis to determine the best predictor is included. In Section 3, the MPC
implemented for the EMS of the microgrid proposed in this work is described; for this
reason, the mathematical formulation used for the MPC is carried out and the models
used for this microgrid are also briefly explained. In Section 4, the methodology for the
design of the simulations performed in this work is briefly described. Section 5 details the
results obtained from the optimal operation of the considered microgrid. Finally, Section 5
summarizes the main conclusions inferred from the work.
2. Solar Radiation and Wind Speed Forecasting
In this work, solar radiation and wind speed predictors are developed with methods
based on time series. In particular, the considered methods are the Double Exponential
Smoothing (DES), Kalman filter, and Persistence Skill Score (PSS) methods. This section
briefly describes them. To do so, we will denote ztk as the measure at discrete time k and xk
as the predicted value one sample ahead.
2.1. Double Exponential Smoothing (DES)
The exponential smoothing function is a simple method for smoothing time series data;
it assigns exponentially decreasing weights over time [18]. This method is appropriated
for data that does not have a predictable upward and downward trend. DES continually
reviews the estimated value in light of more recent experiences and is also based on
smoothing the past values of a series in decreasing exponential form [19]. The DES is
described by the following equations:
Stk = αytk + (1 + α)(Stk−1 + btk−1 ), 0 ≤ α ≤ 1

(1)

btk = γ(Stk + Stk−1 )(1 + γ)btk−1, 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1

(2)

F1+tk = Stk + btk

(3)

Fm+tk = Stk + mbtk

(4)
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where Stk represents the attenuated or ordered value at the origin, represented in Equation (1), α
is an attenuation constant of the average of the data, and ytk represents the actual measured
data, btk is the trend value of period tk or slope of the line equation, represented in Equation
(2), γ represents the trend estimation attenuation constant. In Equation (3), F1+tk represents
the prediction forecast of the variable of one period ahead, In Equation (4), Fm+tk represents
the prediction forecast of the variable of m period ahead.
2.2. Kalman Filter
The Kalman filter algorithm solves the estimation problem in state variables in a
dynamic system and can apply to physical, mathematical, economic, and climatological
systems. It optimally solves the problem considering the noise generated by the measured
variables, such as in the case of the weather, the pyrometers’ measurements. This filter
is applied when the systems are linear and have an equation of state [20]. The measurement equation describes how the measurements received from the sensors related to the
equations of state must be described in discrete time. The dynamics of the measured variable’s model must be formulated as the state equations shown in Equation (5) to apply the
Kalman filter; Equation (6) shows us how the measurements we receive from the sensors
are related to the equations of state of the system [21].
xtk = Axtk−1 + Butk−1 + wtk−1

(5)

ztk = Hxtk + vtk

(6)

In Equation (5), xtk represents the state vector, A is the transition matrix, B represents the control matrix, u is the control vector, and w represents the noise of the system.
Equation (6) represents the measurement equation where ztk is the measurement vector, H
is the random measurement matrix, and vtk represents the measurement noise.
The Kalman filter algorithm estimates the state variables in real-time. As shown in
Figure 1, it implements an infinite cycle that consists of receiving new information from
the sensors and generating new data for the system. Each particular iteration has two
stages: the prediction phase and the correction phase. The former step generates an a priori
estimation representing a prediction of where our system should be working using the
information from the dynamic model or equation of state by considering the estimation
of previous instants, but without considering the data provided by the sensors [22]. The
correction phase generates a posterior estimate that takes the a priori estimate and corrects
it using the sensors’ information. Neither step alone can produce a reasonable estimation.
The variables with the subscripts denote a priori estimates, while those without it are
posterior. Figure 1 clarifies how each of the matrix’s A, B, and H are updated at each period
of time to make the predictions and corrections to deliver a good estimate.

Figure 1. Kalman’s filter algorithm.
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2.3. Persistence Skill Score (PSS)
The Persistence Skill Score (PSS), commonly known as the persistent forecasting
model, assumes that the values of solar irradiation and wind speed in the next period are
the same as the previous one. Equation (7) describes the calculation of future value, where
y is the measurement of the variable [23,24].
ytk = ytk+1

(7)

The PSS assumes that current mean data equals future predictions. The main weakness
of this approach is the delay between the prediction time and the observation [24].
2.4. Validation Methods
In this subsection, the performance of the predictors is analyzed. To do so, the obtained
results are statistically compared using the mean square error (MSE), the root mean square
error (RMSE) and normalized RMSE (nRMSE). These three measurements have been
computed to predict solar radiation and wind speed for a clear summer day and a cloudy
winter day, both for the city of Almeria (Spain) [25].
A value of MSE close to zero indicates that the estimator xtk predicts the observations
of the parameter zk with good precision; ztk data are obtained through the measurements
of the meteorological station in the bioclimatic building of CIESOL. Then, the model that
obtains the smallest MSE is interpreted as the best, i.e., the one explaining the variability of
the observations in the best way. RMSE measures the differences between the MSE values
predicted by an estimator or predictor and the observed values [26]. Finally, the nRMSE
metric is used for the sake of comparison. Equations (8)–(10) show how to calculate them.
MSE =

1
N

N

∑ (x̂tx − ztk )2

v
u
u1
RMSE = t
N
q
nRMSE =

(8)

k =1

1
N

N

∑ (x̂tk − ztk )2

N
∑tk
=1 ( x̂tk − ztk )
1
N

(9)

k =1

N
∑tk
=1 ( ztk )

2

2

(10)

Table 1 shows the obtained results by the three prediction techniques for solar irradiation (resp. wind speed) for a summer and a winter day. The forecast horizon was set
to 10 samples for all the experiments. As can be seen, DES is the prediction technique
for obtaining the lowest values for all the metrics, independently of the case of the study
considered. The KF method is the second to show a better performance, with the MSE,
RMSE, and nRMSE values inferior to PSS. As expected, the PSS obtains the poorest results. Nevertheless, it helps as a validation method to show the viability of the remaining
methods. In this sense, we calculated the percentage of improvement.
For the sake of completeness, the obtained predictions are depicted in Figure 2. In particular, Figure 2a shows solar irradiation prediction results for a clear summer day. As can
be visually observed, DES is the method with the best performance when predicting solar
irradiation. Similar conclusions can be inferred for the winter day results (see Figure 2b).
DES continues to be the best predictor for solar radiation. On the contrary, the Kalman
filter is not as accurate, which might be due to this method’s dependency on the model,
and for the case at hand, the model does not describe the data behavior.
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Table 1. Performance and comparison for statistics metrics.
DES

Kalman
Filter

PSS

Summer day

MSE
RMSE
nRMSE

3.4866
1.8673
0.0032877

181.7
13.479
0.023734

1318.5
36.311
0.063933

Winter day

MSE
RMSE
nRMSE

160.68
12.676
0.033513

4441.2
66.642
0.17619

7408.8
86.074
0.22756

Summer day

MSE
RMSE
nRMSE

0.0036451
0.060375
0.025121

0.38061
0.61694
0.25669

0.48657
0.69755
0.29023

Winter day

MSE
RMSE
nRMSE

0.055068
0.23467
0.061423

1.034
1.0168
0.26615

1.2691
1.1265
0.29487

Solar
Irradiation

Wind

Figure 2. Solar irradiation prediction. (a) Summer day irradiance, (b) Winter day irradiance.

Similarly, Figure 3 shows the predictions obtained by the three techniques for wind
speed and the two different days considered (see Figure 3a,b, respectively). Again, we can
visually observe that DES is superior to the other methods.
Therefore, according to the table results and visually confirmed by the figures, we can
conclude that the best predictor for solar irradiation and wind speed is DES. Then, it will
be used for the implementation of the MPC.
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Figure 3. Wind speed prediction. (a) Summer day wind, (b) Winter day wind.

3. Model-Based Predictive Control (MPC)
This section of the work describes the formulation of the control strategy: an MPC
for the EMS in a microgrid, in which it is posed as an optimization problem solved by
GA (Genetic Algorithm) [27–29]. One of the main challenges in the management of the
microgrid energy is the external disturbances due to the use of renewable energy sources
such as solar and wind power. The MPC is presented as a reliable, solid, and valid solution
to counteract the uncertainties found in microgrids if a predictor for these disturbances
is available and integrated into the MPC structure. This methodology has been used
successfully in electrical power systems [30,31].
In Figure 4, the structure of the EMS is proposed for this work. As depicted, the
commands generated by the EMS are sent to the converters, then the prediction information
is sent to the MPC controller, which can predict the outputs of the disturbances concerning
the microgrid. The converters used for this work are a buck–boost converter for the
connection of the photovoltaic system, a bi-directional buck–boost converter for the charge
and discharge of the storage system, and a buck–boost converter for the wind turbine. The
interface block represents the flow of information between the microgrid sensors and the
MPC.

Figure 4. The structure of an EMS (Correct prediction, square on the left).

One of the main features of MPCs is the prediction of the output of the process that
wants to be controlled, ŷ(t + tk |t) during a prediction horizon N, for k = 1 to N, as a
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function of the control sequence that is optimized, u(t + tk − 1|t) [32]. The MPC includes a
receding horizon strategy; that is, each time the horizon is displaced towards the future,
once the optimal control sequence has been calculated, the first control signal for k = 1,
u(t), is applied and the remainder is discarded so the control sequence is recalculated at
the next time instant, k = 2, with new and updated information [33] (Figure 5).

Figure 5. MPC.

Where in Figure 5 w(t + tk |t) is the desired setpoint or reference that must be followed
by the output of the controlled process and y(t + tk |t) is the real output of the controlled
process.
The mission of EMS is to minimize the cost of power per stage for a finite duration of
time. The cost to be minimized in this work is the power taken from the main grid, which
is described by Equation (11).
N Nccp

CT =

∑ ∑ a j + bj

t k =1 j =1





t

k
PMG

j


2
tk
+ c j PMG
j

(11)

where the cost of imported power from the network is denoted by CT in €/h during a
period T. Terms a, b, and c are cost-efficient assigned to conventional energy sources that
are generally used by the main grid, and PMG is the power imported from the main grid to
the microgrid [34,35]. With these coefficients, we will identify the marginal propensity of
maintenance expenses concerning the energy generation of each element of the microgrid.
Also Nccp denotes the common coupling point of the microgrid and the main grid.
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Several equality constraints are added to the optimization problem to have the balance
of active and reactive power [36], the current levels at the panel terminals as observed in
Equation (12).


ht k xt k =







































t

t

t

t

k
k
k
PMGj
+ ∑ PBcj
+ ∑ PBdj
+ ∑ Pwjk +





∀j
∀j
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tk
tk
tk

Pinj j (V, θ) = 0, 
∑ PCDj − ∑ Plj −
∑



∀ j ∈i
∀ j ∈i
∀ j∈i | j∈ NAl ,NT


tk
tk
tk


Q MGj − ∑ Qlj − ∑ Qinj j (V, θ) = 0



∀j
∀j
j = 1, 2, . . . , NbAC ; = 1, 2,. . . , NbAC |∀ j ∈
/ NGEN  ∀tk ∈ T


tk
tk
tk
tk

∆ICDm = ICDm − f CD VCDm , ICDm = 0







tk
tk
tk
tk
tk
∆PCDm = PCAm (V, θ) − ∆PCDm VCDm , ICDm = 0 





tk
tk
tk

π

∆VCDm = VCDm − 16 Vm = 0


m = NbAC + 1, . . . , NbAC + NbCD

(12)

Inequality constraints are also added to handle the transitions between the charge and
discharge of the battery or state of charge (SOC). These are observed in Equation (13); other
restrictions are added to handle the voltage levels and the phase angle values to keep them
within acceptable values for the operation, which are expressed in Equation (14) [37].
o
 n
t
min
max
ztk xtk = SOCBj
≤ SOCBjk ≤ SOCBj
∀ j ∈ NB , ∀tk ∈ T
(13)

tk

≤ yRD
y
≤ y MG

MG


tk
 y
≤ yCD ≤ yCD
CD
t

y
≤ yBk ≤ yB


B

 y ≤ yt k ≤ y
W

W

W








∀tk ∈ T

(14)







To solve the optimization problem for MPC, the constraints introduced by mathematical models of batteries and renewable energy elements significantly affect the performance
of the optimization algorithm [13]. This problem is very common for MPC, as this control
strategy approximates the optimal infinite-horizon continuous-time domain control by
repeatedly solving an optimal finite-horizon discrete-time open-loop control [38,39]. We
can conclude that for this paper, an MPC with a longer horizon and a shorter sampling time
is better since the optimization is completed in a sufficiently short time to be considered
in real-time [40]. The mathematical models used in this work for the components of the
microgrid are statics and can be consulted in the following paper for more details [41].
The energy cost data was obtained from OMIE (https://www.omie.es/es/ (accessed
on 22 December 2020)), which is the electricity market operator designated for the management of the daily and intraday electricity market in the Iberian Peninsula. The aim
of OMIE is to manage the daily and intraday wholesale electricity market (intraday and
continuous intraday auctions) for Spain and Portugal [42].
4. Computational Simulation
4.1. Simulation Framework
In this work, the testbed microgrid located at the CIESOL bioclimatic building in the
University of Almeria (Spain) was selected to validate the integration of the DES prediction
method and the MPC. Such a microgrid is made up of a grid-tied solar photovoltaic (PV)
system of 2 kW, a lead-acid storage system (battery) of 1 kW, a wind turbine of 1 kW,
and a diesel generator of 2 kW. The scheme of the microgrid is shown in Figure 6. The
parameters considered in the models of the components of this microgrid, as well as the
cost coefficients associated with the energy imported through the main grid, are presented
in Appendix A. The microgrid was simulated with MATLAB® R2015a software.
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Figure 6. Scheme of the microgrid test used for the experiments.

Furthermore, according to the results presented in Section 2, the DES method was
considered for predicting solar radiation and the wind speed.
Simulations were performed using an HP Pavilion Laptop with AMD Ryzen 33300U
processor; the computer includes a Radeon Vega 2.10 GHz graphics card and 12 GB RAM.
A clear summer day in the city of Almería was considered as input for the simulation
in this work. Figure 7a–c show the corresponding profiles of solar radiation, the wind
speed, and the CIESOL building’s standardized demand profile that can be consulted
at [43], respectively. Additionally, in Figure 7a,b, the predictions obtained by DES method
are also depicted in dashed red lines.

Figure 7. Forecasting curves for the testbed microgrid.

4.2. Results and Discussion
In the context previously described, a preliminary experiment was carried out to
analyze the influence of the prediction horizon in the EMS results. To this aim, three
simulations with three different prediction horizons have been accomplished. In particular,
N = 5, 10, 15 (resp. 1 h 150 , 2 h 300 and 3 h 450 ) were set. The EMS performance was measured
in terms of (i) efficiency, by saving the computational time, and (ii) effectiveness, by
providing the final values of the power cost associated with the minimization of Equation
(11), with an error tolerance of 1 × 10−9 for the constrains and 1 × 10−9 for the target
function.
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Figure 8 summarizes the obtained results. As can be seen, the greater the prediction
horizon N is, the larger the computation time and the better the optimization results.
Thus, a tradeoff between the solution’s quality and the computational time is required to
implement the MPC in real-time. For the work at hand, we considered such an equilibrium
is achieved when N = 10 (2:30 h).

Figure 8. Performance analysis of the EMS for different prediction horizons. (a) Optimization result, (b) Compute time.

Once the best prediction horizon was shown for the problem at hand, is N = 10
(2:30 h), the simulation of the EMS was carried out. The corresponding results are depicted
in Figure 9. As can be seen, the battery takes advantage of charging when the wind turbine
and photovoltaic system produce a surplus of power (see stages from 0 to 25). On the
contrary, it is used to provide the power of the load when the PV and the wind turbine
cannot supply the required power, as can be observed in stages from 26 to 94. Finally, either
the primary grid or the diesel generator can act as the last resource to compensate for the
load, depending on their prices. Then, in stages 20 to 42 of Figure 9, the main grid’s power
was mostly used since it is the cheapest, as can be seen in Figure 10. On the contrary, in
stages 43 to 70, the diesel generator’s power was used because it has the lowest price.

Figure 9. Forecasting power for the microgrid with N = 10.
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Figure 10. Generated power price [42].

Figure 11 summarizes the results of the state of charge of the storage system in the
microgrid. As can be observed, in stages 1 and 2, the storage system was in discharge mode
to compensate for the power t the wind turbine could not supply. From stage 3 to 15, the
storage system charges up to 75%. Then, it delivers energy to the microgrid since the wind
turbine reduces its production (see stages 16 and 17). From stage 18 to 26, it was charging
until reaching 95%. Henceforth, the storage system only delivers power to the microgrid
until 40% is discharged.

Figure 11. State of Charge (SOC).

For the sake of comparison, Figure 12 shows the microgrid’s power cost for (i) the
MPC method proposed in this work and (ii) the OPF (Optimal Power Flow) method,
as previously proposed in the literature. The interested reader is referred to [41] for
more details. The dashed magenta and blue lines represent the power management
performed with the MPC and OPF techniques, respectively. As can be seen, the MPC
method outperforms the results provided by OPF for the whole simulation, i.e., it obtains a
better optimization of the power flows used in the microgrid, which stands to reduce the
cost of power for the analyzed time stages.
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Figure 12. Power cost with MPC and OPF.

5. Conclusions
This work presents a controlled EMS under the MPC, incorporating solar radiation and
wind speed predictions by using time series. Specifically, it uses the Double Exponential
Smoothing (DES) method to predict both solar radiation and wind speed, and historical
data. Since the DES prediction is combined with the MPC, the cost spent on energy from the
main grid and the diesel generator is reduced, as the combination of the predictions and the
control achieves a better performance in energy management. The obtained results have
shown that the combination of an MPC with the DES predictions improves the performance
of the conventional OPF techniques, reducing the error that introduces the uncertainty of
solar photovoltaic systems and wind turbines. The benefit varies depending on the electric
power tariff, the size of the ESS, and the size of the solar PV and wind systems. This work’s
main contribution is the integration of time series methods for the prediction of solar
radiation and wind speed with MPC. In the future, EMS with MPC will be implemented in
an experimental microgrid in the CIESOL Building to obtain real-time results of the EMS
operation.
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Nomenclature
CFT 
h t k x t k n ti
tk
ICDm
tk
PBcj
tk
PBdj

Objective function
Equality constrains.
Current at PV system terminals
Battery charge power
Battery discharge power

tk
PCDj
ti
pCDk
tk
PCDm
tk
Pinj
j
Pljtk
i
ptlm
tk
PMGi
tk
Pwj
tk
Qinj
j
k
QtMGj
Qtljk
soctSj0
tkti
SOCsj

T
tki
tk
VCDm
yx tki 
z t k x t k z ti

Photovoltaic system power
Panel terminal power
Power at PV system terminals
Active power injected of the microgrid
Active Power of the load
Load power
Main grid power
Wind turbine power
Reactive power injected of the microgrid
Reactive power main grid
Reactive power of the load
Initial state of charge
State of charge
Time stages set
Time stage
Voltage at PV system terminals
Variable Inequalities constraints
Inequalities constraints

Appendix A
This appendix shows the parameters of the microgrid components which are:
Table A1. The parameters of the microgrid components.

Unit
kW
Volts

Battery

Loads

PV

Wind Turbine

G. Disel

1
1
230 ± 5%

1
3
230 ± 5%

1
2
230 ± 5%

1
1
230 ± 5%

1
2
230 ± 5%
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